TO: FACULTY of the DIVISION of PROFESSIONS

FROM: James Fisher, 1996-97 Chair
Executive Committee
Division of Professions

DATE: May 1997

SUBJECT: 1996-97 Annual Report

In accordance with Chapter 3, Sections 3.07 and 3.15(2) and 6.12 of the UWM Policies and Procedures, I submit to you a report of the activities of the Executive Committee of the Division of Professions.

MEMBERSHIP

1996-97 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS

Professor Sherry Ahretzen Architecture 1998
Associate Margaret Duncan Human Kinetics 1997
Professor Walter Farrell Educational Pcy & Comm Studies 1999
Associate James Fisher (Chair) Administrative Leadership 1997
Associate Mary Kay Madsen Health Sciences 1998
Associate Mark Mone Business Administration 1997
Associate Beth Rodgers Foundations of Nursing 1997

1996-97 ALTERNATE MEMBERS - DIVISION OF PROFESSIONS (5-year rule)

Professor Paul Fischer Business Administration 1997
Associate Jack Johnson Communication 1997
Professor Kim Baugrud Criminal Justice/DOCE 1998
Professor Edward Beimborn Civil Engineering & Mechanics 1999
Professor Jacqueline Clinton Foundation of Nursing 1999
Professor Uriel Cohen Architecture 1999
Professor Jerry Davis Educational Psychology 1999
Professor Neil Oldridge Health Sciences 2000
Professor Christine Dunning DOCEx 2001
RECOMMENDATION of PERSONNEL CASES

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

- 8 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 2 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 10 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

- 0 Positive recommendation forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 0 Personnel recommendation forwarded

SUBCOMMITTEE of FULL PROFESSORS

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:

- 4 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendation forwarded
- 4 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR with Tenure:

- 2 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 0 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 2 Personnel recommendations forwarded

TOTAL COMMITTEE PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Requests for PROMOTION/APPOINTMENT/TENURE to the ranks of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR and FULL PROFESSOR:

- 14 Positive recommendations forwarded
- 2 Negative recommendations forwarded
- 16 Personnel recommendations forwarded